ADRENOMED AG
Neuendorfstraße 15a
16761 Hennigsdorf
T: +49 (0)3302/2 07 78-0

(Senior) Legal Counsel f/m/d

F: +49 (0)3302/2 07 78-15
career@adrenomed.com

Adrenomed is a highly innovative biopharmaceutical company based in the Berlin
area. It is specialized in preserving vascular integrity in life-threatening conditions
and is committed to precision medicine. The main focus is on sepsis and septic
shock.
Currently, we have completed a Phase 2 trial in septic shock and are planning to
start a pivotal trial with a subsequent market authorization.
We would never have come this far without our enthusiastic, creative, and highly
motivated colleagues who are willing to grow and work in a dynamic environment.
Exactly these colleagues are ready to welcome you to the team and support you
from day one. We offer flat hierarchies and the possibility to directly contribute to
the development of the company while also providing competitive salaries.
To expand our team we look for a (Senior) Legal Counsel f/m/d full or part-time.

Your Responsibilities
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Responsibility for contract creation and review in areas of B2B
Development of contract management, including the creation of contract
guidelines, processes, templates and tools
Close coordination with all relevant areas such as Quality Assurance,
Regulatory Affairs, Clinical Operations and CMC
Maintenance, expansion and further development of the contract
management repository
Preparation of decision templates, presentations and evaluations
Support in other legally relevant topics

Your Profile
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Successfully completed studies in the field of law or business law
Several years of professional experience in contract management, contract
drafting and contract control
Profound knowledge in international contract and commercial law
Practical experience within the pharmaceutical or biotech industry
Quick perception and pragmatic solution orientation with a pronounced
hands-on mentality
Careful and reliable way of working
Fluent in written and spoken German and English round off the package
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Opportunity to take part in a project that could change modern treatment
options
Innovative and international environment
Flat hierarchies & fast decision times
Implementation of your ideas
Fair and competitive salary
Good connection to Berlin’s public transport
Up to 3 days of remote work per week

If you like this role and think that you would be a suitable candidate, don’t hesitate!
Send us an application and CV to career@adrenomed.com.
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